
What’s New in Designer Cloud 

Introducing Designer Cloud 

Designer Cloud brings our familiar Designer Desktop interface to the browser for data profiling, preparation, 

blending, and analytics. Build intuitive visual workflows or analytics processes, all in the cloud, and easily 

scale and democratize analytics across your organization.   

Designer Cloud will continuously be up to date with the latest features available, bringing new capabilities to 

your fingertips, effortlessly.    

You will find built-in interoperability between Designer Cloud and Designer Desktop. This means that your 

more advanced users can continue to do predictive and geospatial analysis in Designer Desktop, and 

Designer Cloud workflows for preparation and blending can be shared back and forth applications, 

promoting seamless collaboration.  

See what’s new in Designer Cloud. 

Latest Feature Updates 

Release Date: Feb. 2, 2022 

Add Favorites to your Tool Palette 

Save time and create workflows more efficiently by adding your common tools to your favorites. Simply star 

your favorites and these tools will be added to the new Favorite Category. Go one step further and organize 

your favorites to speed up your analytics journey even more. Alteryx has defaulted some of the most 

common favorites, which can be rearranged or even removed at any time. 

Ramping up new Creators is now even easier! 

A new first time experience tour has been added to Designer Cloud. This is designed to help new users get 

up and running in record time. For creators that are familiar with Designer, skip the tour and get right to 

work. 

Data Profiling 

Take advantage of your interactive results grid and turn on data profiling to see the shape and health of your 

data at any stage of your workflow, accessible now from any output anchor. Learn more about Data Profiling. 

https://help.alteryx.com/designer-cloud/browse-tool


Data Exploration 

Dig deeper and explore more. Toggle this option on to drill into your insights in a chart exploration mode. 

This feature interacts with your results grid, allows and respects your filtering, and assists you in visualizing 

your data at a whole new level. Quickly and easily add these great insights to your next presentation by 

downloading your results. Learn more about Data Exploration. 

Data Connections 

Upload files, connect to our supported Cloud Storage locations with the Cloud Storage Input tool, or 

connect directly to Snowflake with the Database Input tool to begin working. New connections will be added 

through our continuous delivery model. 

As a global leader in analytic process automation (APA), Alteryx unifies analytics, data science and business process 

automation in one, end-to-end platform to accelerate digital transformation. Organizations of all sizes, all over the world, rely 

on the Alteryx Analytic Process Automation Platform to deliver high-impact business outcomes and the rapid upskilling of their 

modern workforce. 

https://help.alteryx.com/designer-cloud/results-window
https://help.alteryx.com/designer-cloud/cloud-storage-input-tool
https://help.alteryx.com/designer-cloud/database-input-tool

